MACtac GlassMovie™ Installation Instructions

How to Mount GlassMovie Rear Projection
Film
To apply this adhesive-backed screen to windows,
glass, acrylic or polycarbonate substrates, have
the following items ready to use:
- Rear Projection Film
- Spray bottle with 50 ounces water to 1 tablespoon Johnsons baby shampoo mixture
- Blue Max rubber-blade squeegee
- Dry, soft cloth (preferably microfiber)
- Electrical tape to mark the boundaries of
the screen (if smaller than the substrate)
*Please note that this film can have slight
variation in pigment when viewed from different
angles. To reduce or eliminate this affect when
seaming together multiple sections orient all
seamed sections in the same direction as cut
from the roll.

3. Peel the adhesive release liner from the screen
while spraying the adhesive-side of screen and the
surface of the substrate with soapy water solution.
NOTE: Make sure to peel the release liner evenly
from both corners to prevent the screen from
creasing or folding over on itself.
4. Place the screen carefully on the substrate while
aligning the edges to the tape.
5. Spray front of film with soapy water solution.
This will allow the squeegee to glide more smoothly
over the top of the screen and help prevent
scratching.
6. Remove the water and any air bubbles with the
squeegee blade by squeegeeing the water from the
center of the screen toward the edges.
!!Note!!
Purge ALL water and air from beneath the film during
installation. Any trapped water or air will not evaporate on
its own and will likely cause bubbling.
7. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 if joining two or more pieces
together. [See FIGURE 1.]
8. Remove the excess water with a dry, soft cloth.
9. Remove the tape if neccessary.

FIGURE 1

Keep orientation of pieces consistent

NOTE: Do not apply over tinted window films.

Care & Cleaning
1. Thoroughly clean the substrate of dirt, dust
and oils using soapy solution, then squeegee the
excess solution from the substrate.
2. If the screen is smaller than the substrate, use
electrical tape to mark the area that the screen
will be applied. This can be marked from the
opposite side of the substrate.
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To clean, use a diluted solution of 1 window
cleaner (Windex, Glass Plus, etc.) to 10 parts
water. Spray cleaner directly onto cloth until cloth
is moistened. Do NOT spray directly onto film. Wipe
down screen and immediately repeat with a clean,
dry, soft cloth. Do not use any cleaners with
ammonia, alcohols, or industrial cleaning fluids!
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